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REPLY ARGUMENT 
DEFENDANT, REBECCA UDY, FILES THIS REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF HER CROSS-APPEAL AND TO REBUT ITEMS BROUGHT UP IN 
PLAINTIFF, BRADLEY UDY'S REPLY BRIEF 
POINT I 
THE EVIDENCE DOES SHOW THAT PLAINTIFF HAD OVER $7,500.00 
IN SAVINGS ON THE DATE OF DIVORCE, DEFENDANT HAD ZERO IN 
SAVINGS, AND PLAINTIFF HAD OVER $3,000.00 IN EQUITY IN 
THE HOME. 
Plaintiff contests that he had $7,500.00 in savings on the 
date of divorce. Defendant would like Plaintiff to bring his bank 
savings statement as of September 1, 1993 to prove otherwise. 
However, since Plaintiff refuses, we must rely on the record. The 
record indicates that Plaintiff and Defendant had a joint savings 
account with $3 0,143.55 on July 1, 1992. Defendant withdrew 
$11,441.00 on July 8, 1992 and purchased a car, which was valued at 
the time of divorce by Defendant at $8,887.50 (see Defendant's 
Exhibit 2) and by Plaintiff at $9,235.00 (see Plaintiff's Exhibit 
5) (both Exhibit 2 and 5 are attached as Addendum "A"). 
Defendant's car was treated and valued in the property division 
already and Plaintiff erroneously and intentionally leaves that 
fact out hoping to persuade the Court that Defendant received a 
windfall of $11,441.00. Plaintiff and Defendant separated on 
August 15, 1992. The only savings to be split on separation was 
the $18,702.55 on August 16, 1992. Defendant did withdraw 
$9,851.27 and Plaintiff withdrew $9,826.28 and kept $25.00 making 
the savings withdrawal exactly 50/50 on separation. 
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However, from August 16, 1992 to September 1, 1993, which is 
the date of divorce, the parties' savings drastically changed. 
Defendant testified she had no savings on date of divorce: 
Q. Mr. Grant: Since we've started this divorce 
proceeding, from August of '92 on, have you been able to 
save any money at all? 
A. Defendant: No. 
Q. Mr. Grant: In fact, have you had to withdraw money to 
buy certain things? 
A. Defendant: Yes, I have. 
Q. Mr. Grant: When you set up your own residence what did 
you have to go purchase? 
A. Defendant: I went and had to purchase a fridge and a 
stove, a television, a VCR. I had to get Josh a bed, a 
dresser. I had to buy curtains for the home. 
Q. Mr. Grant: How much did all that cost? 
A. Defendant: Umm, pretty close to about 2500 to 3,000, 
somewhere in that neighborhood. 
Q. Mr. Grant: And where did you take that money from? 
A. Defendant: I took the 2,000 from the savings account, 
which that's what my 2,000 went to on the withdrawal 
sheet. I put that towards those purchases. 
Q. Mr. Grant: Okay. And during this litigation have you 
had to pay attorney fees and expert witness fees? 
A. Defendant: Yes, I have. 
Q. Mr. Grant: And how much have you paid Derrick Mason? 
A. Defendant: I paid him a thousand dollars. 
ROA 307 to 308. 
Q. Mr. Grant: So that your savings now are reduced and 
instead of having $9,000.00 you no longer - -you're short 
$1,000.00 to Mason and $5,600.00 to me? 
A. Defendant: Uh-huh - approximately. 
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ROA 310. 
See also page 1 of Defendant's Exhibit 4 attached as Addendum 
"C" . Thus, Defendant spent $5,643.00 attorney's fees, $73.00 court 
costs, $950.00 Mason, $250.00 Fairbanks, and $2,500.00 to $3,000.00 
on furniture or a total of $9,916.00 all from her savings leaving 
her zero in the account. 
Plaintiff, on the other hand, testified regarding his use of 
the $9,851.27 savings: 
Q. Mr. Grant: And have you had to dip into any of the 
$9,000.00 that was separated in the savings from then to 
now? 
A. Plaintiff: From when to when? 
Q. Mr. Grant: From August of '92 to August '93. 
A. Plaintiff: Umm, I believe I've withdrawn nearly - -
I've withdrawn from that account nearly $3,000.00, I 
believe. 
Q. Mr. Grant: And that $3,000.00 went into the house 
didn't it? 
A. Plaintiff: Not all of it, no. 
Q. Mr. Grant: $2,500.00 did? 
A. Plaintiff: Umm, I had some money that I'd built up 
from my wages that went into that. I withdrew $1,500.00 
to pay for bills, attorney fees and such: 
ROA 275 to 276. 
Q. Mr. Grant: You make a thousand dollars more than Becky 
every month. Have you been able to save, of that 
thousand dollars more, any from August of '92 to August 
of '93? 
A. Plaintiff: In the last year I am down approximately 
$1,500.00 in savings. I'm not getting ahead. 
ROA 277 to 278. 
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Obviously, the record and evidence shows that Plaintiff had at 
least $9,851.27 - $1,500.00 = $8,351.27 in his savings and 
Defendant had zero. Defendant referred to this in her Cross-Appeal 
as $9,000.00 - $1,500.00 or $7,500.00, but actually it is 
$8,351.27. 
Moreover, Plaintiff, as the Trial Court ruled, had twelve (12) 
months of $530.00 in net income per month higher than Defendant. 
ROA 154. The Court thought it was inequitable that Plaintiff 
received $530.00 x 12 = $6,360.00 for one (1) year during 
separation and where Plaintiff claimed no extra savings. For that 
reason the Court tried to divide the $6,360.00 in an equitable 
fashion. 
Plaintiff was not short-changed $11,466.00 as argued by 
Plaintiff in his Reply Brief on pages 8 and 9. Conversely, 
Defendant was short-changed not only $8,351.27, but also $530.00 
for twelve (12) months or $6,360.00. Defendant in the divorce was 
only awarded $1,500.00 of these sums, somewhat as a conglomerate of 
equitable restitution/attorney's fee award. Defendant was short-
changed by an unjust property split. Defendant should have 
received one-half (M) of these property rights, less perhaps some 
figure for Plaintiff's premarital savings. However, Defendant's 
position is that Plaintiff received the house and equity of 
$3,000.00 ($43,000.00 - $40,000.00) and that he gifted the alleged 
$3,000.00 of premarital savings of Defendant and Defendant should 
not be allowed any offset. If Plaintiff were entitled to an 
offset, it would only be $1,500.00 since he already received one-
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half (M) of the premarital savings back when the parties divided it 
on August 16, 1992. 
Given these figures, the Trial Court should have awarded 
Defendant 50% of the $6,360.00 = $3,180.00 and 50% of the $8,351.27 
in savings or $4,175.50. Instead, Defendant only received 
$1,500.00. By examining Plaintiff's Exhibit 5 on property division 
and Defendant's Exhibit 2 on property division, after including the 
above evidence, this fact becomes obvious (See Addendum "B" 
attached hereto). After modification of the exhibits to conform to 
the testimony at trial, Plaintiff would owe Defendant cash to 
equalize the division of the assets of $6, 029.93 under Defendant's 
Exhibit 2 or $4,490.76 under Plaintiff's Exhibit 5. No matter how 
you look at this, Defendant received much less than Plaintiff, 
without just cause, and equity was not accomplished. This Court 
should correct the mistake to do justice in this case. 
POINT II 
DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO TEMPORARY ALIMONY 
The Trial Court found in the record on page 151 - 152 as 
follows: 
"As to alimony, this is a short term marriage. Under the 
statute, under the case law, in any consideration, this 
is a short term marriage and doesn't qualify, in my 
estimation, for a permanent alimony award. I note that 
none has been asked. Nor, in my estimation, given the 
facts of the case, does it qualify for a short term 
award. It would have qualified a year ago for a short 
term temporary alimony award, but for some reason that 
was deferred by the Commissioner. As to the concerns 
raised about an alimony award, I am going to address that 
by way of property. So, no alimony will be awarded to 
either party." (Emphasis added). 
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What the Court indicated here is that Defendant should have 
received a temporary alimony award pending the divorce. The Court 
stated that for some reason the Commissioner failed to make such an 
award. That is exactly why the Defendant contested the 
Commissioner's award. The Trial Court found during the twelve (12) 
months of separation, Plaintiff earned $530.00 more per month in 
net income than Defendant during this period of time. To be fair, 
a temporary alimony award of at least half of that $530.00 should 
have been made to the Defendant, which sum would have been $265.00 
per month for twelve (12) months or $3,180.00. The Trial Court so 
found by implication in its own findings. 
Plaintiff does not argue that temporary alimony is not 
permitted in cases such as the one presently before the Court. 
See also Wells vs. Wells, 871 P.2d 1036 (Ut. App. 1994) (which 
recognizes temporary alimony pending a hearing even in post divorce 
modification cases.) Plaintiff primarily argues that because 
Defendant has enough to meet her projected financial requirements, 
that no alimony is awardable and cited the case of Bingham vs. 
Bingham, 236 Utah Advance Report 29 (Utah Appellate Court 1994). 
However, the parties do not even get to the Bingham principles 
because of these reasons; 1) the Trial Court failed to make 
adequate findings upon which it considered a no alimony award and 
for that reason alone, the alimony issue should be remanded to the 
Trial Court; and 2) the Trial Court did find that Plaintiff made 
$530.00 a month more in net income than Defendant and should have 
modified the temporary order of the Commissioner. Instead the 
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Court treated this as income or an asset available to the parties 
while still married, but which went solely to Plaintiff's benefit. 
The Trial Court tried to adjust this inequity by awarding Defendant 
one-half (M) of that net income as equitable restitution. The 
Court in Shepherd vs. Shepherd, 876 P.2d 429 (Ut. App. 1994), 
likewise made an adjustment in assets used pending the divorce 
trial and ordered Plaintiff to pay approximately $27,000.00 to 
Defendant to make up for money Plaintiff spent or used pending the 
divorce. Courts have recognized the need to equalize spending 
prior to the divorce. 
However, the Trial Court in the present case got bogged down 
in offsetting premarital funds and failed to make a fair and 
equitable split of the marital funds. Defendant contends that the 
$6,360.00 in excess funds available to the Plaintiff for that one 
year period should have been split 50/50 so that Defendant received 
$3,180.00 either as temporary alimony or as an equitable division 
of marital assets as was done in Shepherd, supra. 
Furthermore, if it takes $1,887.37 per month to keep Plaintiff 
afloat, with no children, it would likewise take at least that much 
to keep Defendant afloat. Defendant did, in fact, argue at the 
temporary order on order to show cause that she needed $1,629.00 
per month plus $226.00 towards monthly bills in order to meet her 
monthly needs. However, since the Court did not make findings in 
this area we are not sure what the Court considered as evidence. 
If the Court did believe that it cost as much to keep Defendant's 
monthly expenses as it did Plaintiff's, then there are grounds for 
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determining temporary alimony in addition to merely the time 
pending between separation and divorce. Defendant has argued that 
that difference was at least $448.00 per month. The Court did not 
make a finding regarding the standard of living of the parties, but 
it is fair to say that Defendant's standard of living is as high or 
higher with her and one child in the home as Plaintiff's standard 
of living by himself. 
A temporary award of alimony should have been ordered in the 
case to help equalize incomes and lessen the disparity in standards 
of living between the parties. It was error for the Court to award 
zero alimony in the case and the Appellate Court should remand the 
case to the Trial Court for further testimony and disposition 
regarding alimony. 
POINT III 
DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO AT LEAST 50% OF THE PARTIES' 
MARITAL ASSETS AS VALUED ON THE DATE OF DIVORCE. 
Plaintiff agrees and admits that both parties should receive 
a fair division or 50% of the marital assets as valued on the date 
of divorce. Plaintiff also seems to suggest that just because the 
parties always had at least $3,000.00 in the savings account that 
that was sufficient to prove it was a premarital asset. Plaintiff 
ignores the fact that the testimony at trial created the 
presumption that the parties placed the funds in a joint account 
and gifted those funds to the Defendant so that they were no longer 
a premarital asset but were a marital asset. ROA 257. Plaintiff 
never denied this fact but admitted Defendant was a co-owner and 
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had full control of those funds. Plaintiff also ignores the fact 
that Defendant had likewise brought several items of valuable 
property into the marriage which were now treated as marital 
assets. Plaintiff further ignores the home, which appraised for 
$43,000.00 and the debt on the home was less than $40,000.00 on the 
date of divorce, that Plaintiff received $3,000.00 in equity in the 
home already. 
Plaintiff's argument that Defendant received $11,466.00 
difference in savings does not match the facts nor the evidence and 
is totally in error. The facts do show that Plaintiff had more 
than $8,351.25 in his savings account at the time of divorce and 
Defendant had zero. 
The actual evidence that was produced at trial on values of 
property on date of divorce does clearly show that the Plaintiff 
received anywhere from $12,059.00 to $8,981.00 more in value than 
Defendant did. See Addendum "B" attached to this Reply which shows 
the breakdown in the values of the personal property between 
Plaintiff and Defendant based on the trial evidence. Defendant 
would therefore request that she be awarded anywhere from $4,490.00 
to $6,02 9.50 to make up for the difference in property valuations 
and the savings that Plaintiff had at the time of divorce. 
Obviously, Plaintiff received a windfall that was not intended 
by the Trial Court. Wherefore, the Trial Court's decisions on 
distribution of the property should be corrected or remanded to the 
Trial Court for further evidence. 
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POINT IV 
DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY FEES. 
The facts in this case adequately prove that Defendant 
suffered a gross inequity in division of property, a failure to 
award temporary alimony or an equitable division of the $530.00 net 
income difference Plaintiff was able to make pending the divorce, 
and that a mere $1,500.00 towards Defendant's $5,600.00 in 
attorney's fees and $1,000.00 expert witness costs was grossly 
inadequate. For one reason, the $1,500.00 was really a 
representation of what Defendant should have received in a property 
or alimony division and it was error for the Court to not award an 
additional sum specifically for attorney fees. 
Plaintiff argues that the parties never agreed to the 
reasonableness of the fees. However, Plaintiff's attorney was 
specifically asked: 
Q. Judge: Do you stipulate to the reasonableness of the 
hourly fee? 
A. Mr. Thorne: Yes. 
ROA 310. 
The Trial Judge indicated that he was not concerned about the 
fees except that they were equal. When the Court asked Mr. Thorne 
about his attorney fees he answered: 
A. Mr. Thorne: Our attorney fees are very similar. I 
don't have an exact amount with me because I didn't know 
how long we'd be here today. 
The Court: Is there any reason to expect them to be less 
than yours, Mr. Grant? 
Mr. Grant: I would not think so. 
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Mr. Thorne: I thought reasonable was a better adjective. 
The Court: Fair enough. 
ROA 175 - 185. 
The parties did, in fact, consider that both parties' attorney 
fees were reasonable since they were similar given the complexity 
of the case. 
Nonetheless, the Defendant's attorney fees were justly 
incurred and she did not have the financial resources to pay those 
fees whereas the Plaintiff, on the other hand, had excess savings 
of $8,351.00 and net income of $530.00 more each month than 
Defendant and could afford to pay those fees. The Court should 
have awarded all of Defendant's attorney fees or at least identify 
the factors that justify a reduction in the award. Therefore, the 
attorney fees should be remanded to the Trial Court for a 
consideration of a set amount. 
Defendant is also entitled to attorney fees on appeal should 
she prevail on at least some of the issues raised on appeal. In 
addition, the Appellate Court is not absolutely prohibited from 
making an award of attorney fees to a party who has not prevailed 
on appeal. 
POINT V 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN USING THE STATUTORY GUIDELINES 
FOR VISITATION WHICH ARE APPLICABLE FOR CHILDREN OVER AGE 
5 AND THEN APPLYING THAT TO A CHILD WHO IS ONLY THREE 
YEARS OLD. 
Contrary to the Plaintiff's argument that the Court made 
findings for six (6) pages in the record, there are no findings 
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justifying the Court's expansion of visitation. For that reason 
alone, the issue on visitation should be remanded to the Trial 
Court. Additionally, after the divorce, Defendant remarried and 
moved to Brigham City, Utah, some twenty (20) miles from 
Plaintiff's home and the visitation schedule of necessity will need 
to change due to the move or when the child enters school. 
Moreover, small children need more stability and a sense of 
home residence more than older children do. The Uniform Statutory 
Guidelines on visitation were made with that in mind since "The 
visitation schedule shall apply to school age children, ages 5-18, 
beginning with Kindergarten." Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-35(1). Utah 
Code Ann. § 30-3-33(3) states "the court may alter this schedule to 
make shorter visits of greater frequency or other arrangements 
consistent with the child's best interests for children under age 
5; otherwise the visitation schedule as provided in Section 30-3-35 
shall apply." 
The Trial Court erred in ordering a 3 year old to spend five 
(5) days and nights in a row away from the natural mother every 
other week. Most young children need to be with their mother more 
and with her on a consistent basis rather than constantly removed 
from the home every other Wednesday to Sunday. Defendant submits 
that such a disruption in the child's normal routine and schedule 
is not in his best interest and impairs the child's emotional 
development. At most, Thursday through Sunday should be the 
maximum award of time in this case. Derek Mason clearly testified 
that a normal every other weekend visitation with one (1) day of 
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expanded visitation was plenty of time for expanded visitation. 
The Court should not have expanded that any further. 
CONCLUSION 
The facts produced at the Trial Court level adequately show 
that the Defendant received an inequitable and unjust property 
award and that alimony, attorney fees and visitation need 
adjustment. Defendant requests that on Cross-Appeal she be awarded 
temporary alimony of at least $3,180.00 for the year pending 
between separation and divorce plus another year of alimony after 
the divorce in the sum of $300.00 per month. Defendant requests 
that she receive at least $4,490.00 in cash to equalize the 
property divisions and up to $6,029.00 according to Addendum "B" 
attached hereto. Defendant requests that she be granted a full 
award for attorney fees and expert witness costs which total at 
least $6,600.00 at trial, plus appellate fees. (See Addendum "C"). 
Defendant requests that visitation for the minor child be reduced 
on the Plaintiff's weekend from Wednesday through Sunday to 
Thursday through Sunday in the best interest of the child. 
In the alternative, the Defendant requests that the Appellate 
Court remand these issues back to the Trial Court for 
determination. 
DATED this f f day of O^J^ 1994. 
OLSON & HOGGAN, P.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed four (4) true and exact copies 
of the foregoing Brief of Appellee to Plaintiff's attorney, Jeff R. 
Thome, MANN, HADFIELD & THORNE, at 98 North Main, P.O. Box 876, 
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ADDENDUM 
Addendum A Defendant's Trial Exhibit 2 
Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 5 
Addendum B Defendant's Trial Exhibit 2 Modified 
Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 5 Modified 
Addendum C Defendant's Trial Exhibit 4 
ADDENDUM "A" 
EXHIBIT "A" 
BRAD 
Vacuum 
Shopsmith 
TV/VCR 
Re frigerator 
Stove 
Freezer 
Crib & Change Table 
Couch 
High Chair 
Drapes 
Can Opener 
Truck 
Camcorder 
Nintendo 
Savings 
Fox Mount 
Motor Cycle 
TOTAL: 
GIFTS BRAD 
Microwave 
Telephones 
Camera 
Booster Seat 
Popcorn Popper 
Toaster Oven 
Sleeping Bags 
Router (saw) 
Toaster 
Tools 
File Cabinet 
HAS 
Lamp - Front Room 
1/2 of Kitchen 
Mix Master 
$ 
$ 1 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ </> 
$ 
$ 
$ 4 
$ 
$ 
$ 9 
$ 
5 
$19 
Items 
Wood Stove Accessories 
TV Stand 
Card Table 
Calculator 
Racoon mount 
PROPERTY 
82.50 
r248.80 
585.30 
265.44 
209.44 
350.00 
230.00 
425.00 
60.00 
75.00 
10.00 
,125.00 
725.11 
200.00 
,851.27 
500.00 
952.50 
,895.36 
SPLIT 
BECKY 
Stereo $ 
Glider Rocker $ 
Coffee & End Table $ 
Car $ 8 
Savings $ 9 
TOTAL: $19 
GIFTS BECKY HAS 
Washer - Valued At $ 
Dryer - Valued At $ 
Table and Chairs 
Stepper 
Banana Chair 
Snacker 
Electric Fry Pan 
Toaster 
Plates 
Fry Pans 
Stroller 
Food Processor 
Luggage Set 
Coleman Outdoor Stove 
Car Washer 
Cedar Chest 
Lawn Chairs 
Ceiling Fan Light 
Wall Decorations 
133. 
175. 
140. 
,887. 
r851. 
,186, 
169 
144 
00 
00 
00 
.50 
,27 
.77 
.20 
.15 
Garbage Cans 
Lamp - Bedroom 
1/2 of Kitchen Items 
Skis 
Fishing rod 
MJG/div/udy.spl 
T-5386 K DEFENDANTS 
I ^EXHIBIT 
<7 
PERSONAL PROPERTY (How Valued^ 
DATE 
ACQUIRE 
12/91 
12/90 
07/S7 
07/89 
07/87 
07/87 
12/90 
11/88 
05/88 
02/88 
08/90 
07/87 
1988 
D ITEM 
Stereo 
Freezer 
Washer 
Dryer 
Stove 
Fridge 
Camcorder 
TV/VCR 
Shopsmith 
Vacuum 
Glider Rocker 
Coffee Table 
Couch 
P 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$1 
$2 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
URCHASE 
COST 
159.36 
477.00 
423.99 
360.39 
523.60 
663.60 
987.90 
,170.61 
,497.61 
183.31 
250.00 
350.00 
850.00 
.34 
.734 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.734 
.50 
.50 
.45 
.70 
.40 
.50 
DEP'N 
10% 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
x $1 
x $2 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
x $ 
YEAR 
159.36 = 
477.00 
423.99 = 
360.39 = 
523.60 
663.60 
987.90 
.,170.61 
!,497.61 
183.31 
250.00 = 
350.00 = 
850.00 
CU 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
RRENT VALUE TO 
133.00 Becky 
350.00 Brad 
169.20 Becky 
144.15 Becky 
209.44 Brad 
265.44 Brad 
725.11 Brad 
585.30 Brad 
= $1,248.80 Brad 
= $ 
$ 
$ 
= $ 
82.50 Brad 
175.00 Becky 
140.00 Becky 
425.00 Brad 
Cars; 
1992 Corolla 
Average Blue Book Price $9,237.50 
High Mileage $ -350.00 
$8,887.50 Becky 
1986 Toyota 4 Runner 
Average Blue Book Price $6,287.50 
Low Mileage $ +950.00 
$7,237.50 x .57 = $4,125.00 Brad 
1979 Honda Motorcycle $ 925.50 Brad 
MJG/div/udy.per 
T-5386 
i?; 40
l 
1986 121 1 120 TOYOTA (Japanese) 1988-86 
A* » •oo r 
rrrt 
275 
CO 
25 
50 
350 
76 
350 
260, 
U 60 
£s 
-\ 50 
t 100 
I 
1981 TOYOTA AT rs AC ConlUuid 
2 7 5 AM Oval Air Cond 2 7 5 
5 0 Add Cry se(Sld Cress Supia) 5 0 
2 6 AM SUteo Tape* 2 5 
6 0 AM Custom Wheels 6 0 
3 6 0 kii Remove Rool 3 5 0 
($14 MRZSupercharged) 
75Add$unro«l 7 6 
3 5 0 kii Oual Suwool 350 
250 kit Power Sun/ool ,.v 260 
.r 60 AM Power Window*. 50 
vaJ25AMPwrlQcks(StdVanLEr 25 
y 60 AM Power Seat „.., 60 
3 1 0 0 AM Leather Seats M 100 
\400 AddVBEngne .. „ , 400 >jr40
^ 2 7 6 Otdoct Manual Tims, j 276
 (r 275 
Vw400 Didicl W/ovl Air Good <, 400 g 4 4 0 0 
W T *Std CdTurbo Supra Cress lUHj, 
1 Q 8 7 T O Y O T A - A 7 - P S - A C , , ' <.7<\ 
TEHCEL FWO - ^
 v » KM 
1.1860 L%*»FJ4Sp<U31Gk1676 {29261 
I •*>*,*<. . J * ' 7 5 IT* » 4 5p4.t-.l31C. 1975 *3300 
^ ^ ^ 8 2 6 ^ 9 ^ 3 0 0 ( 1 ^ X 1 ^ 2 5 6 0 14026 
<** 'r2826l^adc50i%r/:4v"2H'2660 Y416Q 
V „ 2628 Coup* 20 JLJ^ID 2276>43700 
f t 72875 C o u ^ p U j ^ T u t t ^ B O O £4076 
to ^ 3076 WuonOUrrLliZt32V 2776 * 4376 
^3576 WJADU 4M)i., U2W 3225 t4900 
3700WrnSR5 4WO«pdl35W 3350 16060 
COROLLA FWO CT-S SHS RWO / »• , C T - > 
-3600So4»40tt i EI2E 3250 {4950 
14700 ttick 50 Dfi ^. CI2U3360 {5060 
'3900 Sedan 40 IE „AIX 3625 5276 
4060 Coup* 20 S*$ Cl($ 3660 
«100CpeGTS5Spd 
2 J 0 0 Ib.ci 30 FX 
3225 Uack 30FX«J 
3700 LbkFXlS GTS 
CELICA FWD 
4 2 0 0 Coupe 20 51 
4 7 0 0 Coupe 20 GT 
4 8 0 0 l/back 30 GT 
6 4 0 0 Coupe 20 GT S 
5 2 6 0 L b k G T S $ S p d 
7 1 0 0 Con»20GT 
SUPRA 5 Spd /AT 
6 3 2 5 l*back 
6 9 2 5 I back Tubo 
CAMAY FWO 
4 3 7 6 Sedan 40 
4 7 0 0 Sedan 40 Oil 
6 2 0 0 Sedan 40 U 
4 9 6 0 Wajon 50 Dti 
6 4 6 0 tYa«w SO IE 
MR2 
4 8 0 0 Coupe 20 
I 
M 
P 
O 
n 
y 
s 
EMS 3876 
[*?G 2350 
EJ7G 2925 
EI9G 33o0 
T66C 3800 
T67C 4260 
T(7l 4326 
T65C 4876 
HSL 4725 
T62K 6400 
A70L 
A7JI 
6 7 0 0 
6 2 0 0 
V21C 3960 
Y21C 4250 
V221 4700 
V21W 4476 
V22W 4925 
6426 
C700 
3776 
4525 
b060J 
6725 
6276 
6400, 
7075i 
6900 
8950 
8076 
8726 
b925 
S276 
6860 
6660 
7126 
BODY 
rrre tMK It tUt 
CRESSIOA 
6 5 0 0 Sedan 40 tui 
8 3 7 5 WatonSDlui 
VAN 
2 9 2 5 Window \tn 
2 7 2 5 Panel Van 
3 8 2 6 Van Oli 
4 2 7 5 Van U 
3 5 2 5 Panel Van 4WO 
6 0 7 6 Van LE4W0 „ 
PICKUPS 5 Spi 
2 8 5 0 PUp 
2976PkupL8 „ 
3 3 0 0 Pkup Dii L8 
mi 
inn 
R29V 
R2IV 
R22W 
R26W 
RJ4V 
I3SW 
N50R 
N55R 
NSSO 
6850 
5760 
2650 
2476 
3450 
3850 
3176 
4576 
8400 
8275 
4160 
3925 
5175 
5675 
4950 
6700 
4 0 2 5 
4 1 7 6 
3 7 2 5 Pit? X Cab I B - N70A 
4 0 5 0 PiWi I Cab 18 N700 
4 3 2 5 PiupSRSX Cab- HSfiS 
4 6 0 0 Pi SRS X Cb Tur HS6G 
3100Pkupl loo IB „ N55E 
PICKUPS 4W0 5 Sp< 
, 4 4 6 0 Pin? Std~ ._, N63A 
t 4 6 2 5 Piic Tubo „ rhHW 
i 4 9 0 0 Piup DU IB i N640 
* 6 6 2 5 Ptup Oli X Cab .. W70 
{ 6 1 7 5 Ptup SRS 1 - . W 3 S 
; 6 8 2 5 Ptup SA5X Cab.,N67S 
8 1 Q 0 P t « S X C > J u r N(7G 
4AUNNER <W0 r ' I 
4 7 1 0 0 U U 0 1 x S S p d ^ W2D 
" 8 0 0 0 Utily SR5 - „ N62S 
a 8 1 0 0 WtnSJiS5Sp4^N64W 
v 8 5 2 5 W(n SRS Tubo N67W 
UNO CRUISERS Spa1 4WD 
0 1 2 6 1Ka(orty „ iSOG 
175 A^ AuloT ans(P>ckup) 
1 0 0 AM Dual At Cond 
2 6 0 kit Remove Rool 
1 6 0 DlMct Manual Trans 
2 7 5 DiMcl W/oul Air Cond 
1 9 8 6 TOYOTA 
TERCEL FWO 
1 4 5 0 I b i d 30 131G 1 3 2 5 
1 7 7 6 l b a c k 3 0 D ( i 132C 1 6 0 0 
1 8 7 6 I back SO DU 132H 1 7 0 0 
1 9 7 6 *a(onCXi 132V 1 8 0 0 
2 4 2 6 Win D(i 4W0 132W 2 2 0 0 
2 7 7 6 WinSRS4W0 13SW 2 6 0 0 
COROLLA FWO GT $ SRS RWO 
2 6 6 0 Sedan 40 Wi (I2( 2 3 0 0 
2 6 2 6 n>ack SO CM. fl?t 2 3 7 5 
2 8 0 0 Sedan 40 It (131 2 6 2 5 
3 1 0 0 Sidanlt ltd (141 2 8 0 0 
2 9 6 0 COKK 20 SRS CI6S 2 6 7 6 
3 4 6 0 Coupe 20 CI S (MS 3 1 2 5 
2 9 2 6 I back 30 SRS (ISC 2 6 6 0 
I 3 3 7 6 Lback 30 GTS (MC 3 0 6 0 
DEDUCT FOR RECONDITIONING 
m j AUCUST m j 
2676 , ,4050 
2700 4200 
2975 4600 
3376
 ( 6 0 7 6 
3660 5425 
3900 c*726 
4060 6926 
2800 4476 
6000 
6200 4 I 19 lO lUU L 
,4426,j6600 5 
4875 J7200j 
4675, 6825 * 
6360 7625 r 
6600,j;826 I 
6400\>950 [ 
7200 8900 ' 
7300 10026 i 
7675 J0475 t 
125 
100 
260 
150 
276 
TOYOTA (Japanese) 
A * * 
1986 TOYOTA CtalliuM 
CELICA FWO 
2875Cogpc 20 ST 
3 3 2 5 Coupe 20 GT 
3 4 2 5 Itack 30 GT 
3 8 7 6 Coup* 20 GT S 
3916L-buk J0G1S 
SUPRA 
4 8 6 0 L*back 30 
6 4 0 0 l*bad (19H S) 
CAMRY FWO 
/ 3 2 7 5 S M u 4 0 « i ^ . 
4060 L a^ci SOLE .. 
3725 Sada* 40 LE _ 
MR2 . * 
3176Cwpi20 
CRESSlDAMt 
4800 Sedan 40 Lux ... 
4925 Kafcn SO lui 
VAN 
T63C 2600 
TS4C 3000 
H4L 3100 
T65C 3500 
T65L 3600 
A67L 4375 
A70L 4875 
Via 2950 
V16H 3650 
Vl« 3375 
4176 
4725 
4850 
6360 
6450 
8450 
7075 
4675 
6576 
8178 
4675 N1SC 2875 
u * A atv» 
I7K 4 3 2 6 t f 6 5 2 * 
X72W 4450 1%876 
S L'wtfTf \ 1800 Cwjo Van 129V .1725 
j t f ?2676 Van0Ha^AR221«Q242l 
ty 3 3 2 5 V w U > S ^ a ^ 6 r t > 3 0 0 i 
C2376 n^^ujS^jh^iw 
r
 /-2600Pkn»LB-Ja*SK55<r,226l 
-V C2775 Pk^ OilB^^)CSSO,i260l
 j x t _ _ WII 7
 W360PiqpDU X-^b^K700j5026( ^ 8 7 8 ^ 3 5 2 ^ , 
2826 Pti* 1 Ton l8ZKSSE^375 l>r3900f l5" ji 
- (Foi Euro Van a ) - . 
° U ? i r AM tfisto« Wheels ^  ^ J ' f c * } 
kit fo*erJ.ocU(CwoV^^ %M< 
7 3126 PIUD SRS IB^\K5SS 
r3700PkioSUX4^)>J(S63 . 
flCKUP$4W0s^%Hif»r^ 
3876PkupStd^" HS3R 3 . 
7326 10200 4276 Fkup Dli LB N640 3860 , 6 8 2 6 
4860 Pkv*» Dti X Cab K670 4376 ' - - - - ' 
126 4600 Pkio SRS N63S 4060 
100 4625 Pkio SRS LB NMS 4175 
250 6200 Pkup SRS X Cab H67S 4700 
160 4RUKNER4W0 
275 » 6460 Utfcly Std N620 4 9 2 6 
rf-lSO 5 8 7 5 Ul&ty Dts K63W 6300 
' I 6226 Utitv SRS K64W 6 6 2 6 
UNO CRUISER 4W0 
6 5 0 0 Wa(on J60G 5860 
W1SC 4 3 2 6 6 4 0 0 
2476 
2860 
2S50 
3076 
3600 
3976 
3726 
3800 
4000 
4400 
4176 
4776 
4160 
4700 
6450 
6060 
6200 
6850 
7125 
7676 
7876 
126 AM lu U> £n(ne 125 126 
N.% 
VOLKSWAGEN (German) 
MILEAGE CATEGORY 
Fes I Colt I JUti II Passat II 
CabnoUl II Corrida II Scirocco II 
Q«iilutn II Vmgoa II EoroVaa II 
1 9 9 3 VOLKSWAGEN AT PS-AC 
FOX WOLFSBURG 5 Spi* FWD 
Sedan 20 30 
Sedan 40 CI 30 
Air * 
Tr* to 
CABRIOLET FWO 
Converts 20 IS 
PASSAT FWO 
Sedan 40 CI 3) 
Sedan 40 GLX (V() 31 
WafM GLX (VS) 31 
CORRAOO 5 Spi/AT FWO 
C o ^ 20 SIC SO 
EUROVAN FWO 
h v v VaACl 70 
2w . Vaut t^ 70^ 
^ VanUV 70 
5K* AidWwTijx \ 
4 y * - i(A* ru/AVm n \ 
OEOUCT FOR HIGH MILEAGE 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST EDITION 
10926 HbkGTL/UVS Spd IG 8850 13075 
JETTAFWO 
9900 Sedan 40 Gl IG 8925 12025 
9800Sed«.Dici«ISSpd.lG 7925 10775 
10460 Stda/i 40 Ca/al IG 9426 12675 
lUOOSedGU/lSVSSpd 1610625 14200 
PASSAT FWO 
1 1 7 7 6 Sedan 40 CI 3 1 1 0 6 0 0 14175 
1 3 3 5 0 Sedan 40 Gl 3112026 15900 
1 3 6 0 0 Waion 40 GL 3 1 1 2 2 5 0 16150 
CORRAOO S Spd /AT FWO 
1 3 2 2 6 Coupe 20 C60 5 0 1 1 8 2 5 16760 
14750 Cwape 20 SIC (VS) 5013275 17375 
100 AM$U'«la;*UtdGLl 100 100 
ConadoCatwKi Pastel) 
250 AM Sun/ool 260 
600 Add Power Suruool 600 
200 Add Custom Wheels 200 
160 Add CruiVKklua/ai) 160 
•Sa^*>il&Ua^^4^r^itAi^>^«^w\^ ir *,5Sli*.fciiS"»^*c:i: <:< i^Li»Iia? :V.-. • .». . • / • a , > ^ i ^ : A i ^ ^ : ^ f e i f i 
116 TOYOTA (Japanese) 1993-92 
N* INK 
E 
1993 TOtOTA-AT-PS AC-Coollnwid 
MS X-C»b (Ye)...N13G 
TI00-V6 
Pkup.. OJOA 
Ptup SAS .D10C 
Pkupl Ton 0108 
Pictup4WD OJOA 
Pickup SA5 4WD...D2QC 
4RUNNEJ-4WD • 
. - •.-*inW5(ZWO,V6).Nm 
••.•• W|nSA5 5Spd...N37W 
• Wrn W5 <V«).....N39W 
UNO CRUIKR-4WU-8 Cjl. 
Kagofl illW . 
: , / ; Add AutoTrans.(P<kup) : ; , , « . > . . 
• «••'. -• Ui Cruise Control v -,.• • '-
I * :• > St (Stl Corolla LE)<....' '.afc v Vi 
j . v .*.***. M l SUreoT»pe(Std.GT$,\\^.n^„ 
W « O T « C^hone(Lin<X>u>>fi^'$*•*! 
,
 !
-*'*3&-47*>*wCustorn W«^.»-.u"^?'*/3'fi;.i,>V 
! *;•. A ' ? & * ? ' M I Removable Rwl„. , .#J#i :»- •« 
••' -'Y i*fi;Mlsuiuooi....:. • : * • ' • • "' 
kit Power Sunroof.. 
.'• •"•(SW.CelTurbo.C4mryXU) 
;.;)MdOujl$unrl(PrvlE2wD) , 
X 
,7 kii Power Windows... 
<$,dCo/^.landCru)• -
I.H \*x Cocr Locks. 
•V V V • ".JMC..,)• 
* • % . . * • • • • ; . ( . • • • > : ! • * ) 
^<'v*!<r-V.:(:.ii.Ci-;i»b) 
».w . ; L'.,;,ie 
kU AJS(SiJ.C«Uu(Oo) 
Dtrdicl Manual Tun*.... 
Deduct Convent. Sleer.. 
OlducI W/oul Air Cond 
•Sid.PrevulE.CerorylE/XlE. 
Turbo 
1 9 9 2 T O Y O T A - A T - P S - A C 
TERCEL-FWO 
6 6 0 0 Sedan 20 4 Spd....L46B 4960 
7460 Sedan 20 OX 1438 6726 
7660 Sedan 40 OX 143A 6800 
8 0 7 6 Sedan 40 U 144A 7276 
CORQLLA-FWI 
8 3 0 0 Sedan 40 [ $ U 7475 10176 
6 7 6 0 Sedan 40 OX C94A 7875 106601 
9400Sed40lC E97A 8476 11375 
9 1 0 0 Wagon 50 DX :.E94X 8200 11050 
9 8 6 0 Wagon OX AITrac.E94Y 8876 11876 
PASEO-FWQ ' 
8 4 2 6 Coupe 20 L4Sf 8500 114001 
DEDUCT FOR RECONOITIOKIHO 
IH) AUGUJT WJ 
7000 
9226| 
9326 
9925] 
TfJ-l, 
aooY 
TYPS I H 1 
CELICA-FWO 
11660 Coupe 20 ST UCf 10400 13950 
12700 Coupe 20 CT U7F 11460 15200 
12800 L'back 30 01 U7N11526 16300 
13860 l'back 30 GIS....TJ5M12676 16526 
16650 AMracIrbSSpdlltP 14000 18200 
16626 Com 20 Gl 187X14975 19350 
SUPRA-6 Cyl.-5 Spd./AT • 
17876 l'back 30 A70U16100 20775 
19126 l'back 30 Tubo...A71M 17226 22076 
UMRY-FWD • • 
12876 Sedan 40 OX XJ1E 11426 15178 
13650 Sedan 40 U K12E122O0 16100 
15260Sed40SE (V6)...X»4E13726 17900 
15100 Sedan 40 XLE K13C13600 17726 
13076 Wagon SO OX.......XUW11776 15600 . 
13950 Wagon SOLE -K12W12575 16526 
MHZ •" . • - ' 
14026 Coupe HL.. VY21M12625 16600 
16076 Coe Turbo 5 Spd.W*2M 13676 17700 '. 
Wagon 
1 7 7 2 5 Wagon LE..V. ...7:..U C12*16975 
17226 Wg/i OX AJ-Trac.CJlS 16525 
1 0 2 0 0 Wrn U AMrac....C22S 17300 
PlCKUPS-5 Sp<. 
7100 Pkup MIA 6«00 
.7600 P*up 0X....„ HJIf 61^0 
•7?'-srvjpexLB my e n s 
«; r ^DXX-Cah ...H9:9 .'.' V 
• C $ X-Cah (VC/..H931 f >0 
w J VWIB (v«)....Ki2d ;;oo 
»••*•/: p'^ipx Noir CU26 
»eioriupCXLB H02r' 8950 
lOClOPup OX X-Cab M3r 9776 
12360SR5 XCab (V6)...hl3G11125 
4RUHWER-4W0 
1 7 8 0 0 20.S*5(V*)$Spd...K39J16026 
17400 4DSRS(2WD.Y$)...N29V 16676 
18350 Wagon 40 SXS... N37W16626 
LAKO CRUISER-4WD-6Crl. 
2 6 0 0 0 Wjpn I«OW22600 
1B425 t\ 
20600 ;«( 
10875-iJ 
22050 yA 
«C50 JJ. 
9400 !l 
3625 . >. 
10650 * 
12250 • 
10026 
11025 
12060 
13100 
14826 
20700 
20276 
21276 
450 kit Auioltar.i.(Pickup) 460 
150 Add CruDe(Std.Ceka!u'ho.150 
PievalE)' 
100 Add Sl«-rroT»r*iM«<Gir. 100 
UiUi.t'ann,Sl.l«r.iiC«i)' 
226 Add COPlay«i 226 
200 Add Cat Phone (Supra.. 200 
Cresiida.LindCruiser) 
200 Add Custom Wheels 200 
626 Add Remove Root 626 
2 6 0 Add Sunrool 260 
460 
150 
226 
200 
200 
626 
260 
TOYOTA (Japanese) 1992-90 117 
000V 
TYFi Lt*n 
1992 TUrOTA-AT-PS-AC'CoollKuid 
500 Add PwrSunrl(StdXU) 6 0 0 6 0 0 
750 Add DualSunrl(Pre>U2W0)76O 7 5 0 
160 AddPwrWirxHSldCellrb. 160 160 
PreviaLE.landCru)'.. V 
100 AddPwrlocks(StdCelT/b. '100 . 100 
landCru.PrevialC)'.. 
150 Add PHrSeat(SldSup.XLE) 160 :. 150 
300 Add leather Seats 3 0 0 '-'JOO 
600 Add V6 Engine 600 >' 600 
460 Add ABS(StdSupralrb) . 460 '•-•460 
-600 Oldicl Manual lrans....>- 600 ^'500 
176 Didecl Convent. Sleer.. 175' 1.176 
625 Didecl W/out Air Cond 626 '>'t25 
•Sld.CamryLE/XLE.Cress.Supri ••*-. * c ^ - l 
4460 Sed«20'4 Sfd....L458 4026' ^ 6875 
•6350 Sed«^0'0r.:.:.....l438 6725' <7850 
VQ150 Se«iaj| Joly^a91A^460tCi3alOO 
££7660 seW'ioSrfeiMAiesoo^lasas 
i{8160 Se^>0 KMi97A??736pAiOOOOf; 
^ 7 8 7 5 fta(W»SO'0X^>TE94<(n71OO>ff9«78fJ 
• 575 *p\yi Ai-7r»c.iE94V?7726t1047t> 
E96I 7878" 10275] 
E9SJ 7925 10700 
^
l8400 Coupe 20 SA-S 
?:8800Cft9IS5Spd 
I CELICA-FWO ft '«%&. ., 
10100dy*<20 JU.::...U6F 9100 12300 
11100Cc^>e 2C Cf:;.-.....U7F100UO 13476 
11200lback 30 CT TI7H10100 13675 
12300L1>ack>;GIS. TSM11076 14775 
13600 Al.liaclrbSSpd.TlSP 12260 16160 
14560Coflv ?0 CT U7K13100 17160 
SUPRA-6 Cyl.-S Spd./AT 
14576 L'back 30 A70M13125 171751 
16626 L'bick 30 Turbo. A71M14075 18300 
CAMRT-FWD 
9 3 6 0 Sedan 40 V24l 8 4 2 6 11425! 
10060 Sedan 40 OX V21E 9 0 5 0 1 2 2 6 0 
10850 Sedan 40 IE ^221 9 7 7 5 1 3 1 0 0 
10760 4D0XAM/K v:n 9 f 7 6 13000 | 
V22I10400 13960 
V21W 9 3 7 6 126251 
V22IS10676 141601 
av'i •OOY 
TYPt tMK Brut 
PICKUPS-5 Spd. 
6050 Pkup KIU 6450 7625 
6600 Pkup OX NI1P 6860 8100 
6626 Pkup OX LB NI2P 5976 8250 
7450 Pku? OX X-Cab W3P 6726 9225 
8660 S*S X-Cab (Y6)...N93G 7800 10550 
6950 1 Ton LB (Y6) HiZH 6278 6760 
PICXUPS^ WO-5 Sid. - • v v 
8660 Pkup OX......;...'_...N01P 7700 10500 
1876 Pkup OX LB :.H02f 7825 '10860 
9600 Pkup OX X-Cab.....N13P 8650 11600 
10700 SA5 X-Cai (V6).:.HIK 8660 12950 
4AUMXEMW0 •••' • •••'••*V.i 
18276 Waton 20 WS......K37I13760 17825 
14326 S 5 40 (27YO),„.W7Y 12900 16926 
18775 Ka/oV40 »5..v..RJ7Y< 14200 
11&60 401E Alllrac 
10400 Wa(on SO DX 
11750 Waion l ( (V6) 
HZ 
12126 Coupe 20 W21M10925 1 4 6 0 0 
13 100 Cpt Twit SS|/J M2y . l ieOO 166261 
CRESSIOA 6 Cyl. 
H 3 0 0 Sedan 40 Xt3E 13776 1 8 0 7 6 
PREVIA 
13750 Waton OX CUR 12376 1 6 3 0 0 
15160 Wajon IE CJ2R 13650 1 7 8 0 0 
15126 W(nDXAMrac...C2lS 13625 17676 
16626 Wjn IE AITrac .. C22S14876 191761 
. DEDUCT FOR HIGH MILEAGE 
c
 PACIFIC NORTHWEIT EDITION 
. •>• ''Crejsi . . 
•17f. Add Custom'Wheels. 
• 8 7 5 Ui gemowRo^.'..... 
^ ^ D C 'ii Swnreorr&aai^ 
. -4U0 -.id Power Sunrool..:..: 
126 AddP*rWuvJ(Sld.Cel.Tro)M26 
• 76 Hi Pwrlocks(Sld.CeUr& 75 
Previa LE)f 
126 AddPwrSeal(StdSup«al 126 
260 Add leather Seats 250 
550 Add V6 Engine 650 
4 0 0 Add ABS(StdSupralrb) 400 
4 5 0 OldiCi Manual Trans. .. 
150 Oldicl Convent Steer... 
5 7 6 Oldicl W/out Ajr Cond 
• 'Std. Camrr IE V$ 
Supra. Cressida 
1 9 9 0 T O Y O T A - A T - P S - / C 
TERCEL-FWO 
3 7 7 6 L1>k 30 U 4 Spd L36M 3400 
4 9 0 0 l^lct 30 131M 4 4 2 6 
6 0 0 0 Coupe 20 L31F 4500 
5 6 0 0 Coup* 20 0(1 I3?f 5050 
COROLLA-FWO 
5950 Sedan 40 E91A 5376 
6300 Sedan 40 Dti (94A 6675 
6850 Sedan 40 IE E97A 6176 
6 6 0 0 WaionSOCXi ...E94X 6 9 6 0 
6 9 6 0 Sedw Dti AJIrac E94F 6276 
7 2 6 0 WgnDIi AITrac ...ES4Y 6626 
7 5 0 0 WtnSASAIT.SSpd.E9tV 6 7 5 0 
450 
150 
676 
125 
250 
550 
400 
460 
150 
676 
5125 
6360 
6476 
7125 
7600 
7900 
8600 
9226 
8*00 
9026 
9276 
vsuumn*i*3jimwmmwnn»AJum wivvjxagwr 
HIGH MILEAGE TABLE 
.VACUO SHOW* BELOW TO BE 0E0UOED FROM GUIDEBOOK VALUE 
I-SUB-COMPACT AND COMPACT CARS AND COMPACT TRUCKS 
I I - I .NUR.MIPJAU' AND PERSONAL 11'M'RY CARS AND M||i.\|Z||» TUUCKS " * » * » <•**> 
in- >l\\iuii:> M;I
 V \HV A M > J I H - U O 
I V ~ ii!Xi-RY CARS 
MI'.EASC fLA>> JW) 
HIGH MILEAGE TABLE 
VALUES SHOWN BELOW TO 9B OEOUCTEO FROM GUIDEBOOK VALUE 
I-SUB-COMPACT AND COMPACT CARS AND COMPACT TRUCKS 
11- INTERMEDIATE AND PERSONAL LUXURY CARS 
AND MID-SIZED TRUCKS 
II I -STANDARD slU CARS AND TUUCKS 
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3511 
mi 
2975 7600 7)00 
3875 3350 2925 2500" 
2050 1775 1550 
2925 2525 2275 
3550 2925 262$ 
3900 3300 2975 
T355 
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1350 
1700 
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1675 
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NOTE: OEDUCTION FOR HIGH MILEAGE SHOULD NOT 
EXCEED 19% OF AVERAGE TRAOE-IN VALUE 
AUCU>T IMJ 
%£ff^luiE3P»3^^ 
UDY VS UDY, CIVIL NO. 924000268 
DIVISION OF PROPERTY 
Brad 
Truck 
Motorcycle 
Fridge 
Stove 
TV 
VCR 
Shopsmith 
Crib 
Changing Table 
High chair 
Couch 
Camcorder 
House 
Becky 
$3,583-88 
600.00 
265.44 
209.44 
275.00 
155.00 
1,300.00 
140.00 
50.00 
50.00 
200.00 
400.00 
- 3,895.00 (house is not included in totals) 
Car 
Washer 
Dryer 
Stereo 
Freezer 
Car Seat 
Glider Rocker 
$9 r235.00 
169.60 
144.16 
150.00 
357.75 
35.00 
130.00 
Coffee/end table 90.00 
TOTAL 
+ 
$7,228.76 
9,925.84 savings 
$10,314.01 
savings 6,840.00 
$17,154.60 $17,154.60 
Becky took 
Becky should have 
9,851.27 from savings 
6,840.59 
Becky owes Brad $3,010.68 to be equal in marital assets 
I never agreed to a savings split - Becky just simply 
withdrew $9,851.27 without Brad's consent 
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Model 
No. 
Av'g. 
Losn Av'g. BODY Trd'tn TYPE 
1993 TOYOTA-AT-PS-AC-Contlnued 
SR5X-Cab (V6)...N13G 
T1GQ-V6 
Pkup...' D10A 
PkupSR5 D10C 
Pkup 1 Ton 010B 
Pickup 4W0 D20A 
. Pickup SR5 4WD...D20C 
4RUNNER-4W0 
WgnSR5(2WD,V6).N29V 
WgnSR5 5Spd...N37W 
WgnSR5 (V6) N39W 
LAND CRUISER-4W0-6 Cyl. 
Wagon J81W 
Add AutoTrans. (Pickup) 
Add Cruise Control 
(Std. Corolla LE)\.. . 
Add StereoTape(Std.GTS. 
MR2.CamrySE.LandCru)* 
Add CDPlayer(Std.CelTrb) 
Add CarPhone(LandCru) 
Add Custom Wheels 
Add Removable Rool 
(Std. MR2 Turbo) 
Add Sunrooi 
Add Power Sunrooi 
. (Std.CelTurbo.CamryXLE) 
* Add OualSunrf(PrvLE2WO) 
lus Add Power Windows 
(Std.CorLE.LandCru)* 
Add Power Door Locks.. 
(Std.CorLE.LandCru)* 
Add PwrSeat(Std.CelTrb) 
Add LeatherSts(Std.CelTrb) 
Add V6 Engine 
Add ABS(Std.CelTurbo) 
Deduct Manual Trans.... 
Deduct Convent. Steer.. 
Deduct W/out Air Cond 
*Std.PreviaLE.CamryLE/XLE, 
Turbo 
1 9 9 2 T O Y O T A - A T - P S - A C 
TERCEL-FWO 
5 5 0 0 Sedan 2D 4 Spd ...146B 
7 4 5 0 Sedan 2D DX L43B 
7 5 6 0 Sedan 40 DX L43A 
8 0 7 6 Sedan 40 LE L44A 
COROLLA-FWD 
8 3 0 0 Sedan 40 E91A 
8 7 5 0 Sedan 40 DX E94A 
9 4 0 0 Sed 4D LE E97A 
9 1 0 0 Wagon 50 DX E94K 
9 8 5 0 Wagon OX AS-Trac.E94V 
PASEQ-FWD 
9 4 2 5 Coupe 2D L45F 
P 
o 
R 
T 
S 
Av'g. 
Retail 
Av'g. 
Trd-ln 
V S B O X P . 20 ST TW10400 
{ 2 7 0 0 Coupe 2D G T W F 1 1 4 5 0 
1 2 8 0 0 L'back 3D GT T87N11525 
13950L'back 3D GT.S....T85N12575 
1 6 6 2 5 Conv 2D GT T87K14975 
SUPRA-6 Cyl.-5 Spd./AT
 0 Q 
17875 L'back 3D "^JslSS 
19125 l'back 3D Turbo. A71M17225 
12676 Sedan 40 DX HIE 11425 
13550 Sedan 4D LE _„.... "2E12200 
16250Sed4DS* V6)...K4 13726 
16100 Sedan 40 XLE JU31360U 
13076 Wa£on 50 DX K1W 1775 
13960 Wajon5DLE K12W1Zb'«> 
l ! o 2 6 Coupe 2D W 2 1 M 1 * " 1 
16076C?Turtio5Spd.W22M13576 
CRESSIOA-6 Cyl.
 ¥ „ M M 7 B 
17176 Sedan 4D X83E15475 
S o Wagon DX C I J I J I W 
17726 Wagon LE. " £ « S B 
17226WgnDX^Trac....C2lS15526 
1 9 2 0 0 Wgn LE AH-Trac....C22S173GO 
PlCKUPS-5 Spd. 
7 1 0 0 Pkup..... MIA 
7 6 0 0 Pkup OX N81P 
7 7 2 5 Pkup DX LB N82P 
8 6 6 0 Pkup DX X-Cab N93P 
1 0 1 6 0 SR5X-Cab(V6)...N93G 
8 1 0 0 1 Ton LB (V6) N82N 
P1CKUPS-4WD-5 Spd. 
9 8 0 0 Pkup DX N01P 
9 9 2 5 Pkup DX LB N02P 
1 0 8 5 0 Pkup DXX-Cat, N13P 
13950 
15200 
15300 
16525 
18200 
19350 
20775 
22075 
15175 
16100 
17900 
17725 
15600 
16525 
16600 
17700 
20200 
18425 
20600 
19975 
22050 
TOY 
6400 
6850 
6975 
7800 
9150 
7300 
8850 
9400 
9525 
10550 
12250 
10025 
8825 
8950 
9775 
11925 
12050 
13100 
N13G11126 14825 
4950 
6725 
6800 
7276 
7000 
9226 
9325 
9925 
I U U U U I ixu r^ «,.. . . 
12350 SR5X-Cab (V6). 
4RUNNER-4WD 
17800 2D-SR5(V6)5Spd...N39)16G25 20700 
17400 4DSR5(2WD1V6)...N29V16675 20275 
18350 Wagon 4DSR5 N37W16525 21275 
LAND CRUISER-4WD-6Cyl. 
26000 Wagon J80W226OO 28525 
7476 10175 
7875 106601 
8475 11376 
8200 11050 
8875 11876 
8500 114001 
DEDUCT FOR RECONDITIONING 
W 3 * AUGUST W 3 
4 5 0 Add AutoTrans. (Pickup) 4 5 0 
1 6 0 Add Cruise (Std.CeticaTurbo, 150 
Previa LE)* 
1 0 0 Add StereoTape(Std.GTS. 1 0 0 
Turbo.CamrySE.LandCru)* 
2 2 6 Add CD Player 2 2 5 
2 0 0 Add Car Phone (Supra.. 2 0 0 
Cressida,LandCruiser) 
2 0 0 Add Custom Wheels 2 0 0 
6 2 6 Add Remove Root 625 
250 Add Sunrooi 260 
450 
150 
100 
225 
200 
200 
625 
250 
Av'g. 
Trd-ln 
BODY 
TYPE 
Model 
No. 
Av'g. 
Loan 
A 
R 
1992 TOYOTA-AT-PS-AC-Contlnued 
5 0 0 Add PwrSunrf(Std.XLE) 5 0 0 
7 5 0 Add DualSunr!(PrevLE2WD)75Q 
150 Add PwrWind(Std.CelTrb. 150 
PreviaLE.LandCru)*. 
100 Add PwrLockscStd.CelTrb. 100 
LandCru.PreviaLE)*.. 
150 Add PwrSeat(Std.Sup.XLE) 150 
3 0 0 Add Leather Seats 3 0 0 
6 0 0 Add V6 Engine 6 0 0 
4 5 0 Add ABS(Std.SupraTrb) 4 5 0 
5 0 0 Deduct Manual Trans.... 5 0 0 
17 5 Deduct Convent. Steer.. 175 
6 2 5 Deduct W/out Air Cond 6 2 5 
•Std.CamryLE/XLE.Cress.Supra 
1 9 9 1 T O Y O T A - A T - P S - A C 
TERCEL-FWD 
4 4 5 0 Sedan2D4Spd....L46B 
6 3 5 0 Sedan«2D DX L43B 
6 4 5 0 Sedan 40 DX L43A 
6 9 0 0 Sedan 40 LE L44A 
COROLLA-FWD 
7 1 5 0 Sedan 40 E91A 
7 5 5 0 Sedan 40 DX E94A 
8 1 5 0 Sedan 40 LE E97A 
7 8 7 6 Wagon 50 DX E94K 
8 5 7 5 Wgn DX All-Trac..:..E94V 
8 4 0 0 Coupe 2D SR5 E96J 7 5 7 5 1 
8 8 0 0 Cpe GT-S 5 Spd... E98J 7 9 2 5 1 
CEUCA-FWD 
1 0 1 0 0 Coupe 2D ST T86F 9 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 Coupe 2D GT T87F10000 1 
1 1 2 0 0 L'back 30 GT T87N10100 1 
1 2 3 0 0 L'back 3D GT-S....T85N11075 1 
1 3 6 0 0 All-Trac Trb 5Spd ..T88P12250 T 
1 4 5 5 0 Conv 20 GT T87K13100 1 
SUPRA-6 Cyi.-5 Spd./AT 
1 4 5 7 5 L'back 30 A70M13125 1 , 
..A71M14075 1 
4025 
5725 
5825 
6225 
6450 
6800 
7350 
7100 
7725 
8 4 2 5 
9 0 5 0 
1 5 6 2 5 L'back 3D Turbo 
CAMRY-FWD 
9 3 5 0 Sedan 40 V24E 
1 0 0 5 0 Sedan 40 DX V21E 
1 0 8 5 0 Sedan 40 LE V22E 9 7 7 5 
1 0 7 6 0 4D-DX-AU-Trac V21J 8 6 7 5 
1 1 5 5 0 4D-LE-AH-Trac V22J10400 
1 0 4 0 0 Wagon 5D DX V21W 9 3 7 5 
1 1 7 5 0 Wagon LE (V6) ....V22W10575 
MR2 
1 2 1 2 5 Coupe 2D W21M10925 
1 3 1 0 0 Cpe Turbo 5 Spd. W22M11800 
CRESSIDA 6 Cyt. 
1 5 3 0 0 Sedan 40 X83E13775 
PREVIA 
1 3 7 5 0 Wagon OX CUR 1 2 3 7 5 
1 5 1 5 0 Wagon LE C12R13650 
1 5 1 2 5 Wgn OX All-Trac... C21S13625 
1 6 5 2 5 Wgn LE All-Trac.... C22S14875 
OEOUC] 
C PACIFIC 
BODY 
TYPE 
Model 
No 
Av'g 
Loan 
Av'g 
Retail 
)A 
Sedan 40 Lux 
Wagon 5D Lux 
Window Van 
Panel Var 
Van Olx 
VanLE 
Panel Van 4WD 
Van LE 4WD 
5-5 Spd 
Pkup 
PkupLB 
Pkup Olx LB 
Pkup X Cab LB 
Pk Olx X Cab LB 
Pkup SR5 X Cab 
Pk SR5 X Cb TUT 
Pkup 1 Ton LB 
5-4WD-5 Spd 
Pkup Sid 
Pkup Turbo 
Pkup Olx LB 
Pkup Dix X Cab 
Pkup SR5 
Pkup SR5 X Cab 
Pk SR5 X Cb Tur 
R-4WD 
Utri Olx 5 Spd 
VlMy SR5 
Wgn SR5 5 Spd 
Wgn SR5 Turbo 
X73E 5850 
X72W 6750 
R29V 2650 
R28V 2475 
R22W 3450 
R26W 3850 
R34V 3175 
R36W 4575 
N50R 2575 
N55R 2700 
N550 2975 
N70R 3375 
N700 3650 
N56S 3900 
N56G 4050 
N55E 2800 
HS3K 4025 
N63B 4176 
N640 4425 
N67D 4975 
N63S 4675 
N67S 5350 
N67G 5500 
N620 6400 
N62S 7200 
N64W 7300 
N67W 7675 
IU1SER-4 Spd -4WD 
Wagon J60G 7325 
Add AutoTrans (Pickup) 1 2 5 
Add Dual Air Cond 1 0 0 
Add Remove Roo 250 
Deduct Manual Trans 1 5 0 
Deduct W/out Air Cond 2 7 5 
TOYOTA 
FWD 
L'back 3D 
L'back 3D Olx 
L'back 50 Olx 
Wagon Olx 
Wgn Olx 4WD 
Wgn SR5 4W0 
L31G 1325 
L32G 1600 
L32H 1700 
L32V 1800 
L32W 2200 
L35W 2500 
UFWD GT-S SR5-RWD 
Sedan 40 Olx 
L'back 50 Olx 
Sedan 40 LE 
Sedan LE Ltd 
Coupe 20 SR5 
Coupe 20 GT-S 
L'back 3D SR5 
L'back 3D GT-S 
IING 
E82E 2300 
E82L 2375 
E83E 2625 
E84E 2800 
E86S 2675 
E88S 3125 
E86C 2660 
EMC 3050 
8400 
8275 
4150 
3925 
5175 
5675 
4950 
6700 
4050 
4200 
4600 
5075 
5425 
5725 
5925 
4475 
6000 
6200 
6500 
7200 
6825 
7625 
7826 
8950 
9900 
10025 
10475 
10200 
125 
100 
250 
150 
275 
2476 
2850 
2950 
3075 
3600 
3976 
3725 
3800 
4000 
4400 
4175 
4776 
4160 
4700 
TOYOTA (Japanese) 1986 121 
Av'g 
Trd In 
BODY 
TYPE 
Model 
No 
Av g 
Loan 
1986 TOYOTA Continued 
CELICA FWO 
2 8 7 5 Coupe 20 ST 
3 3 2 5 Coupe 2D GT 
3 4 2 5 L back 3D GT 
3 8 7 5 Coupe 2D GT S 
3 9 7 5 Lback 3D GT S 
SUPRA 
4 8 5 0 L'back 3D 
5 4 0 0 L'back (1986 5) 
CAMRY-FWQ 
3 2 7 5 Sedan 4D Olx 
4 0 5 0 L'back 5D LE 
3 7 2 5 Sedan 40 LE 
MR2 
3 1 7 5 Coupe 20 
CRESSIDA 
4 8 0 0 Sedan 40 Lux 
4 9 2 5 Wagon 5D Lux 
VAN 
1 9 0 0 Cargo Van 
2 6 7 5 Van Olx 
3 3 2 5 Van LE 
PICKUPS 
2 3 7 5 Pkup 
2 5 0 0 Pkup LB 
2 7 7 5 Pkup Olx LB 
3 3 5 0 Pkup Dix X Cab 
2 6 2 5 Pkup 1 Ton LB 
3 1 2 5 PkupSR5LB 
3 7 0 0 Pkup SR5 X Cab 
PICKUPS-4W0 
3 8 7 5 Pkup Std 
4 2 7 5 Pkup Olx LB 
4 8 5 0 Pkup Olx X Cab 
4 5 0 0 Pkup SR5 
4 6 2 5 Pkup SR5 LB 
5 2 0 0 Pkup SR5 X Cab 
4RUNNER-4WD 
5 4 5 0 Utility Std 
6 8 7 5 Utility Dix 
6 2 2 5 Utility SR5 
LAND CRUISER-4WD 
6 5 0 0 Wagon 
1 2 5 Add Turbo Engine 
T63C 
T64C 
T64L 
T65C 
T65L 
A67L 
A70L 
V12E 
V16H 
V16E 
2600 
3000 
3100 
3500 
3600 
4375 
4875 
2950 
3650 
3375 
X73E 
X72W 
R29V 
R22W 
R26W 
N50R 
N55R 
N55D 
N70D 
N55E 
N55S 
N56S 
N63R 
N64D 
N670 
N63S 
N64S 
N67S 
N62D 
N63W 
N64W 
4325 
4450 
1725 
2425 
3000 
2150 
2250 
2500 
3025 
2375 
2825 
3350 
3500 
3850 
4375 
4050 
4175 
4700 
4925 
5300 
5625 
J60G 5850 
125 
VOLKSWAGEN (German) 
Av'g 
Retail 
4175 
4725 
4850 
5350 
5450 
6450 
7075 
4675 
5575 
5175 
W15C 2875 4575 
6525 
6675 
3000 
3875! 
4650 
3525| 
3675 
3975 
4675 
3900 
4425 
5050 
5350 
5825 
6450 
6050 
6200 
6850 
7125 
7575 
7975 
8400 
125 
MILEAGE CATEGORY 
Fox-l Golf-l Jetta-ll Passat-II 
Cabnolet-ll Corrado-ll Scirocco-H 
Quantum-ll Vanagon-ll EuroVan-11 
1993 VOLKSWAGEN-AT-PS-AC 
FOX WOLFSBURG-5 Spd -FWD 
Sedan 20 30 
Sedan 40 GL 30 
DEOUCT FOR HIGH MILEAGE 
C PACIF IC N O R T H W E S T E D I T I O N 
Av'g 
Trd In 
BODY 
TYPE 
Model 
No 
Av'g 
Loan 
Av'g 
Retail 
CABRIOLET-FWO 
Convertible 20 15 
PASSAT-FWD 
Sedan 40 GL 31 
Sedan 40 GLX (V6) 31 
Wagon GLX (V6) 31 
C0RRA00-5 Spd /AT FWD 
Coupe 20 SLC 50 
EURQVAN-FWD 
Van CL 70 
Van GL 70 
Van MV 70 
Add Stereo Tape 
(Fox EuroVan CL) 
Add CD Player 
Add Sunroof 
AddPwrSunri(StdPasGLX) 
Add Custom Wheels 
Add Cruise (EuroVan) 
Add PowerLocks(EuroVan) 
Add PwrWind (EuroVan) 
Add Leather Seats 
Add ABS(StdPasGLXCor) 
Add Weekender Pkg 
Deduct Manual Trans 
Deduct Convent Steer 
Deduct W/out Air Cond 
1992 VOLKSWAGEN-AT-PS-AC 
FOX-FWD 
5900 Sedan 2D 4 Spd 30 5325 
6700 Sedan 4D GL 5 Spd 30 6050 
CABRIQLET-FWD 
13500 Convertible 20 
GOLF-FWD 
8900 H'back 20 GL 1G 8025 
9000 H'back 4D GL 1G 8100 
9825 H'back 2D GTI 1G 8850 
10925 Hbk GTI/16V 5 Spd 1G 9850 
JETTA-FWD 
9900 Sedan 4D GL 1G 
8800 Sed GL Diesel 5 Spd 1G 
7450 
8325 
1512150 15975 
1G 
8925 
7925 
9425 10450 Sedan 4D Carat 
11800 Sed GLI/16V 5 Spd 1G10625 
PASSAT-FWD 
11775Sedan4DCL 3110600 
13350 Sedan 40 GL 3112025 
13600 Wagon 4D GL 3112250 
C0RRAD0-5 Spd /AT-FWD 
13225 Coupe 20 G60 5011925 
14750 Coupe 2D SLC (V6) 5013275 
100 AddStereoTape(StdGLI 100 
Corrado Cabrio PassatGL) 
250 Add Sunroof 250 
500 Add Power Sunroof 500 
200 Add Custom Wheels 200 
1 5 0 Add Cruise (JettaGL/GLI) 1 5 0 
10825 
10925 
11825 
13075 
12025 
10775 
12675 
14200 
14175 
15900 
16150 
15750 
17375 
100 
250 
500 
200 
150 
I 
M 
P 
O 
R 
T 
S 
ADDENDUM "B" 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 2 - MODIFIED 
BRAD 
Vacuum 
Shopsmith 
TV/VCR 
Refrigerator 
Stove 
Freezer 
Crib & Change Table 
Couch 
High Chair 
Drapes 
Can Opener 
Truck 
Camcorder 
Nintendo 
Savings 
Fox Mount 
Motor Cycle 
TOTAL: 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
S_ 
EXHIBIT 
PROPERTY 
82.50 
1,248.80 
585.30 
265.44 
209.44 
350.00 
230.00 
425.00 
60.00 
75.00 
10.00 
4,125.00 
725.11 
200.00 
9,851.27 
500.00 
952.50 
$19,895.36 
"A" 
SPLIT 
BECKY 
Stereo 
Glider Rocker 
Coffee & End Table 
Car 
Savings 
TOTAL: 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
£ 
4 
MODIFICATIONS: 
House $ 3,000.00 
Savings - $ 9,851.27 
Savings + $ 8,351.27 
TOTAL $21,395.36 
MODIFICATIONS: 
Less Savings .$_ 
TOTAL $ 
Difference = 
Equal 50% 
To Becky 
$12,059.86 
$ 6,029.93" 
MJG/div/udy.spl 
T-5386 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 5 (MODIFIED) 
UDY VS UDY, CIVIL NO. 924000268 
DIVISION OF PROPERTY 
Brad 
Truck 
Motorcycle 
Fridge 
Stove 
TV 
VCR 
Shopsmith 
Crib 
Changing Table 
High chair 
Couch 
Camcorder 
MODIFICATIONS: 
TOTAL 
Savings + 
Home + 
Freezer + 
$ 
3,583.88 
600.00 
265.44 
209.44 
275.00 
155.00 
1,300.00 
140.00 
50.00 
50.00 
200.00 
400.00 
7,228.76 
8,351.27 
3,000.00 
357.75 
$18,937.78 
Becky 
Car 
Washer 
Dryer 
Stereo 
Car Seat 
Glider Rocker 
Coffee/end table 
MODIFICATIONS: 
Savings 
Freezer 
Difference $ 8,981.52 
To make equal 50% 
$ 4,490.76 to Becky 
udyprop. exh/mjg/div 
T-5386 
ADDENDUM "C" 
OLSON 6 HOGCAN, P. C. 
' ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
5G WEST CENTER 
P.O.OOX 5 2 5 
LOGAN. UTAH 8^321 
TELEPHONE (801) 752- \ 55 1 
STATEMENT 
MJG 
T-5386 
Becky Udy 
P .O . Box 494 
186 E a s t F a c t o r y 
G a r l a n d , Utah 84312 
RE: Divorce 
Page 6 
Pilii terfe: sf& SERVICES PERFORMED i # CHARGE OR y. COSTS ;^ 
ADVANCED 
^CREDITS /BALANCE 
Balance carried forward. $127.50 
18 93 Office visit. (.5) $42.50 $170.00 
20 93 Phone calls to Mason & Allen. (.25) $ 2 1 . 2 5 $191 .25 
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